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A perfect storm

➢ Various policies around the world are setting targets to reach 
higher environmental standards in buildings.

➢ The economic pressures resulting from the pandemic are focusing 
minds on ways of achieving building management cost 
efficiencies. 

➢ At the same time, COVID-19 has introduced new rules and ways 
of working to ensure hygiene, infection control and safety in 
buildings.

➢ There is much emerging evidence major corporations are 
considering making flexible working the norm for their workforces

➢ The workplace is seen as a reflection of the company’s branding
and is essential in attracting and retaining talent

In this environment, it is arguable that only SMART buildings will 
present a sufficiently attractive proposition to potential tenants and 
workforce occupants.
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Building smart – from bricks to a digital twin
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autonomous 
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The world 
deserves 

better 
buildings!+760%

+60%

Imagine this, over the past 60 years



User journeys?

Vendor Lock-in's?

How do I do this 
future proof?

Applications?

`
`

Quality of 
solution?

Digital twin?



A rapid developing but ever changing ecosystem



a smart building and it’s digital twin are a process not a project!



…and it is not a building with another system!



Multi-Sensor

Senses everything

•Temperature

•Light

•Sound Intensity

•Humidity

•Presence

•CO2

•…

bGrid® Smart Building

Connects with Everything

Light & Comfort Mgmt.

Heating &

Cooling

VentilationLighting

Blinds Phone Etc.

iBeacon

Positioning

Asset tracking

bGrid® Node

Indoor 

Positioning

Workplace

Finder

Room

Booking

Colleague

Finder

Personal

Comfort

Smart

Security

Smart

Cleaning

Building 

Analytics

Predictive

Maintenance

Property

Value

Energy

Efficiency

Employee

Satisfaction

Occupier Operator Owner

Asset

Tracking

Smart 

Parking

3rd Party Applications

bGrid® Solution

Multi-Sensor

Senses everything

• Temperature (IR & Air)

• Light Intensity

• Sound Intensity (6 Values)

• Humidity

• Movement (& Occupancy)

• CO2 & VOC (optional)

bGrid®
Cloud Server

RESTful API

BI 
Business Insights

AI
New data types

Order 

Services

Ticketing

Workplace

concepts

Building 

Health

FM
Operator Insights

RT
Air Quality



Infinite combinations of 3rd Party & Partner applications

…



All stakeholders benefit from a Smart Building
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health
wellbeing

productivity

operational efficiency
space optimization

asset tracking

compliance
future proof

premium returns

Occupant Operator Owner

Maximize ROIOptimize operationsEnhance tenant experience

increase rental rates: 5%- 10%lower operating exp.: 15% - 25%Increase space utilization 5 – 10%



Our commitment

bGrid replaces conventional equipment:
• BMS sensors
• room control
• presence sensors
• light sensors
• light switches
• light management 
• cabling

Reduces installation time, delivers openness, 
flexibility and structured, high density data.

It is the logic way to turn buildings cost 
effectively smart breaking all silo’s down!

less

is the
new more.





bGrid’s Data Layers in a Building Digital Twin

IoT Data Structure Geometry Behaviour Time Business Data

Data is generated in a fixed 
grid throughout the entire 
building:

• Temperature (IR & Air)

• Light Intensity

• Sound Intensity

• Humidity

• Movement (& 

Occupancy)

• CO2  & VOC

Real time positioning

• Assets

• Smart devices

Structured data in API 
conform Building structure:

• Building

• Floor

• Area

• Island

• Sensor coordinates

Context via meta data 
provided in the API:

• Type of area

• Size / Capacity 

• Type of lighting 

Entire system is building 
geometry based. Sensing 
and building controls are 
geometry or position 
approachable on basis of:

• x-y-z coordinates

• Room naming

• Position

Machine learning and AI 
used to identify building 
misfunctioning and well 
being improvements:

• Room controls anomalies 
detection 

• Air quality meeting room 
restore time estimates 

• Real time & historic room 
and building performance 
benchmarking

2 API’s to provide:

• Real time data, maximum 
1 min. old, some 
parameters are literally 
real time updated

• Historic API providing 
access to the data lake 
containing raw, and 
specific processed data.

• Real time visualization of 

building performance and 

system behavior

• Open API provides raw 

and process in real time 

via subscriptions to any 

3rd party (45+ today)







Real time insights & controls

TVOC measurements Actual measurement data en settings on area level



Building Meta Data 



An Example bGrid® Machine Learning – Mitigating Desk Sensors

bGrid® multi-sensor

bGrid® desk-sensor
work islands of 4-6 desks

bGrid® multi-sensor: Now 
measuring workplace utilization

work islands of 4-6 desks

Big data & 
machine 
learning

no desk-sensors!



Real-Time Feedback to People Throughout the Office



bSeated



Building Comfort Analyses

• Identification of comfort issues

• Meeting room quality and utilization

• Air quality analysis

• Anomaly detection for control loops



bEco

A self-learning software solution that automatically 
optimizes climate conditions and energy usage in a 
building

• Digital Twin of the HVAC

• Improves comfort without any human intervention

• Minimal 15% energy savings

bGrid data and analytics adds additional data on the 
indoor environment and usage and

• Adds 10 – 20% additional savings





bGrid Credentials

>300.000m2

office space

>300 
million 

operating 
hours>30.000 

nodes

>30 office 
buildings 
in EU and 

USA





Key takeaways

The three take-aways:

1. Forget the Silo’s – the build environment is rapidly becoming an ecosystem of niche providers, 
combine strengths!

2. Evolving – the World deserves better buildings! Tomorrow is unknown today, buildings need to 
evolve also in between major renovations.

3. Less is the new more – simply open-up the infrastructure



Thank you!


